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3TOPOLOGY 
OPTIMIZATION
4• What are the main drivers to adopt this technology?
ASSESSING THE OPPORTUNITY
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5COMPUTATIONAL 
FLUID DYNAMICS -
CFD
6• CFD Market Expanding for two major 
reasons, among many others:
– Fluids Volume Modeling (solid model 
negative) expands CFD simulation to 
broader market and more design 
studies and cases.
– Parametric CAD is well suited for 
Fluids Volume Modeling and the key 
to CFD workflows.  Fluids Volume 
Models require parameters and 
optimization.  
ASSESSING THE OPPORTUNITY
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https://blogs.mentor.com/khanna/blog/2015/03/26/cfd-breaks-the-billion-barrier/
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8• Finite & Infinite Friction – support UI changes. 
1. Split surface checkbox deactivation:
• For Finite Friction and None friction cases, we should 
deactivate split surfaces checkbox.
2. Accuracy UI support:
• For contact analysis types-SDA/LDA, we will support 
new drop down option on analysis dialog-box.
• This drop down will allow user to choose 
between Low/Medium/High accuracy as 
appropriate.
• For SDA contact analysis type, this will have choice of 
only Medium (Default) and High.
• For LDA contact analysis type, this will have choice of 
all Low (Default)/Medium/High.
– Note: For all other linear analysis types, this should gray out 
with accuracy set to High.
3. UI will pass this info to as appropriate to engine via new engine 
commands:
• LOW accuracy engine cmd: -contact_full_looser
• MEDIUM accuracy engine cmd: -contact_partial_looser
• HIGH accuracy engine cmd: -contact_suspend_looser
CREO SIMULATE PRE - PROCESSOR
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9• Ansys/Nastran updates. 
• Currently we support Ansys version 
14.5 and Nastran version 2012. 
• Objective:
– Update Ansys Version to Ansys18.0
– Update Nastran version 2017
• Creo Insight – Virtual sensor support 
– Creo Simulate will be able to use real 
historical data gathered from sensors, 
directly into the simulation.
CREO SIMULATE PRE - PROCESSOR
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• Refine shell elements automatically if ratio of 
the thickness to the radius of curvature is too 
large. 
– In some use cases, stress results were not 
smooth across the adjacent element 
edges and nodes have different stresses 
from different elements (elements 
belonging to the same surface). See the 
pictures, exaggerating this effect, with 
averaging turned off.
• Solution:
– Affected region has to be identified and 
internally set the optimized “Maximum 
Element Size Control”.  So good quality 
elements can be created in right size 
and ratio.
CREO SIMULATE MESHING & SIM GEOMETRY
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CREO SIMULATE SOLVER ENGINE
• Accurate results for revolve cone
– With the out of the box settings, without 
the need of adjustments.
• Support the tapered beams in 
simulate for simplified lattice
• Ability to apply a convection and 
radiation condition to the same 
reference
• Use NAFEMS Verification models for: 
– Code Verification – the mathematical
model and solution algorithms are 
working
correctly
– Calculation Verification - the discrete
solution of the mathematical model is
accurate.
Using symmetry 
and mapped 
meshing
https://www.ptcusercommunity.com/thread/59938
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• Interface max penetration 
– New user defined measure to export maximum 
penetration seen by engine for given 
interface. 
• Interface contact spring stiffness 
– New user defined measure to export the 
contact spring stiffness for given interface.
• Promote sim_contact_penetration config
option to Interface dialog.
• Promote Calculate detailed stresses at 
interfaces  to Interface dialog from analysis 
dialog 
– It will help users to selectively choose the key 
interfaces on which they want detailed stress 
output.
CREO SIMULATE SOLVER ENGINE
• This enhancements will be detailed in 
the presentation about Creo Simulate 
Engine Updates
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• Graphing capabilities for Simulate 
– Integrating ChartDirector a Graphing 
app for graphing instead of existing 
old-looking BMX graphs.
• Enhance component selection in 
results
• Right click (RMB) on the Component you want to 
Hide from the Model shown in Result Window and an 
option for Hiding the selected component will be 
provided in Existing RMB options as shown in picture 
below. 
CREO SIMULATE POST - PROCESSOR
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• Creo Simulate will have additional capabilities by integrating 3rd party applications
– Topology Optimization
– Computational Fluid Dynamic
– Others in the future…
• We will continue fixing and improving the current capabilities
– Focus on Friction, then other areas according to a prioritized list
• We will focus on workflow improvements for the SMB market
CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS
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